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Relative importance of evolutionary dynamics
depends on the composition of microbial
predator–prey community
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Community dynamics are often studied in subsets of pairwise interactions. Scaling pairwise
interactions back to the community level is, however, problematic because one given interaction
might not reflect ecological and evolutionary outcomes of other functionally similar species
interactions or capture the emergent eco-evolutionary dynamics arising only in more complex
communities. Here we studied this experimentally by exposing Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW25
prey bacterium to four different protist predators (Tetrahymena pyriformis, Tetrahymena vorax,
Chilomonas paramecium and Acanthamoeba polyphaga) in all possible single-predator, two-predator
and four-predator communities for hundreds of prey generations covering both ecological and
evolutionary timescales. We found that only T. pyriformis selected for prey defence in single-predator
communities. Although T. pyriformis selection was constrained in the presence of the intraguild
predator, T. vorax, T. pyriformis selection led to evolution of specialised prey defence strategies in the
presence of C. paramecium or A. polyphaga. At the ecological level, adapted prey populations were
phenotypically more diverse, less stable and less productive compared with non-adapted prey
populations. These results suggest that predator community composition affects the relative
importance of ecological and evolutionary processes and can crucially determine when rapid
evolution has the potential to change ecological properties of microbial communities.
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Introduction

One of the major goals of ecology is to try to
understand the dynamics of complex communities.
Traditionally, this question has been approached by
decomposing food web complexity into more manage-
able subsets of interacting species, which are then
studied in isolation from the rest of the community
(Vandermeer, 1969; Billick and Case, 1994). This
approach has shown that there are frequently emergent
properties that arise only in the presence of multiple
species (Sih et al., 1998; Strauss and Irwin, 2004)
resulting in ecological and evolutionary outcomes that
could not be predicted by on the basis of single- or
even two-species dynamics (Iwao and Rausher, 1997;
Strauss and Irwin, 2004; Thompson, 2005; Berenbaum
and Zangerl, 2006; Parchman and Benkman, 2008;
Friman and Buckling, 2013; Friman and Buckling,
2014). We were interested in whether part of the
difficulty in predicting multi-species dynamics arises

from the feedbacks between ecological and evolution-
ary processes that are dependent on the precise
composition of the predator–prey community.

Recent results have shown that rapid evolution
can significantly alter the ecological properties of
predator–prey systems. Probably, the most
convincing evidence comes from microbial preda-
tor–prey study systems, where rapid evolution of
traits connected to prey defence and predator
counter-defence has been observed to change the
productivity, stability and diversity of predator–prey
communities (Yoshida et al., 2003; Meyer and
Kassen, 2007; Friman et al., 2008; Becks et al.,
2010; Friman et al., 2014; Hiltunen and Becks, 2014).
Even though most of this evidence comes from
relatively simple two-species model communities, it
has recently been shown that the presence of another
predator can affect the temporal dynamics of one-
prey-one-predator system (Hiltunen et al., 2013),
while theory predicts that evolution is more likely to
feedback to population dynamics when the prey
evolves predator-specific defences (Ellner and Becks,
2011). However, we are not aware of the experiments
that test the effects of predator community complex-
ity on prey evolution.
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Increasing the number of interacting species could
affect predator–prey evolution via ecological and
genetic constraints. First, competition for the shared
prey is likely to affect the relative abundance of each
competing predator species, which will then affect
the strength of selection that every predator exerts on
the given prey species (Friman and Buckling, 2013).
If predator competition is asymmetrical, the most
dominant predator species is expected to have
strongest effect on prey evolution. If competition
between different predators is more symmetrical,
both predators are likely to exert selection on prey
but these effects are likely to be weaker compared
with the effects predators would be exerting on prey
in the absence of competition. Second, trait correla-
tions between defence mechanisms against different
predators could affect the evolutionary dynamics in
multi-predator communities (Iwao and Rausher,
1997; Strauss and Irwin, 2004; Strauss et al., 2005;
Friman and Buckling, 2013). In the case of no
correlation (independent predator effects), the
combined effect of multiple predators may result in
divergent selection for specialist defence strategies,
where different sub-populations adapt to different
interacting species (Futuyma and Moreno, 1988;
Davies and Brooke, 1989; Nuismer and Thompson,
2006; Edeline et al., 2008). If defence correlations are
negative, selection by one predator could reduce the
selection imposed by another predator owing to
trade-offs in morphology or physiology (Davies and
Brooke, 1989; Stinchcombe and Rausher, 2001;
Thompson and Cunningham, 2002; Nuismer and
Thompson, 2006; Berenbaum and Zangerl, 2006;
Friman and Buckling, 2013). It is also possible that
defence against one predator correlates positively
with the defence against other predator (for example,
owing to functional similarity between different
enemies). In this case, selection could be ‘diffuse’
where the prey species evolves in response to the
predator community as a whole (Fox, 1988;
Thompson, 2005) resulting in a generalist defence
phenotype, which is resistant to all predators
(Stinchcombe and Rausher, 2001; Thompson and
Cunningham, 2002; Berenbaum and Zangerl, 2006;
Craig et al., 2007; Gomez et al., 2009).

We used laboratory microbial communities to ask
how predator community composition affects the
prey evolution and eco-evolutionary dynamics of
predator–prey communities. Specifically, Pseudo-
monas fluorescens SBW25, a prey bacterium, was
exposed to four different bacterivorous protists
(Tetrahymena pyriformis, Tetrahymena vorax,
Chilomonas paramecium and Acanthamoeba
polyphaga) in all single-predator, two-predator and
four-predator communities for hundreds of prey
generations (for ~ 4 weeks, 24 days); a sufficient
timescale to observe changes both in ecological and
evolutionary dynamics (Friman and Buckling, 2013;
Friman et al., 2014). All selected protist species
consumed bacteria and potentially imposed selec-
tion for prey defence. Furthermore, T. vorax is

polymorphic having small microstome and large
macrostome morphs (Gronlien et al., 2002). Macro-
stome morphs are able to feed on other protists
(Gronlien et al., 2002) and T. vorax could thus
potentially affect eco-evolutionary dynamics via
intraguild predation.

We concentrated on both the population and
evolutionary dynamics and investigated (i) how prey
evolutionary responses depend on the predator
species identity in single-predator communities,
(ii) whether pairwise predator–prey interactions
predict prey evolutionary responses in
multi-predator communities and (iii) whether prey
evolution in single- vs multi-predator communities
altered the ecological properties of the study system
in terms of prey diversity, stability and productivity.

Materials and methods

Study species, culture conditions and selection
experiment
We used SBW25 P. fluorescens as a prey for
four protist species (T. pyriformis ciliate; CCAP
#1630/1W, T. vorax ciliate; CCAP #1630/3C,
C. paramecium flagellate; CCAP #977/2A and A.
polyphaga amoebae; CCAP #1501/18). The strain
SBW25 was originally isolated from a sugar beet leaf
(Rainey and Bailey, 1996), and protist cultures were
ordered from the Culture Collection for Algae and
Protozoa (CCAP). All selected protist species were
originally isolated from aquatic environments
(Elliott, 1959; Patterson, 1996), were able to feed on
the study bacterium and, hence, potentially exerted
selection for prey defence (Friman and Buckling,
2013; Friman and Buckling, 2014).

All protists species were cultured axenically in the
absence of bacteria before starting the experiment
(both Tetrahymena ciliates on PPY medium: 20 g l− 1

peptone and 2.5 g l− 1 of yeast extract; C. paramecium
on CHM medium: 1 g l− 1 sodium acetate trihydrate
and 1 g l− 1 ‘Lab-Lemco’ powder (Oxoid L29); and
A. polyphaga on PPGmedium: 15 g l−1 peptone, 18 g l−1

D-glucose in Page’s Amoeba Saline solution (CCAP)).
Bacterial stocks were prepared by growing bacteria
overnight on Luria Broth (LB) medium (Sigma-
Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA; 10 g l− 1 of tryptone,
5 g l− 1 of yeast extract and 5 g l− 1 of NaCl) resulting
in final densities of approximately 9× 107 bacterial
cells per ml.

We used 24-well cell culture plates, each contain-
ing 2ml of 0.5% LB (described above) as microcosms
during the selection experiment. The SBW25 bacter-
ium was grown alone and in the presence of all
protists in one-, two-, and four-protist species
combinations at 22 °C in non-shaken conditions.
All treatments (12 in total) were replicated five times
(N=5) resulting in a total of 60 experimental
populations. When initiating the experiment,
approximately 2× 105 bacterial cells ml− 1 were first
added to all populations. All single-predator
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treatments were subsequently inoculated with ~ 400
protist cells. All two-protist treatments were
inoculated with ~200 cells per protist species, and
four-protist treatment was inoculated with ~ 100
cells per protist species. Microcosms were renewed
every fourth day for a total of six times (24 days) by
first mixing the contents thoroughly with pipette and
then replacing 1ml of sample with 1ml of fresh
media. Subsamples of all populations were frozen at
−80 °C in 20% glycerol at every sampled time point.
Rest of the sample was used to define bacterial and
protist population densities. Bacterial densities
were estimated with Accuri C6 flow cytometer
(Becton Dickinson, Oxford, UK; fast flow rate, 25 μl
of sample, a minimum forward scatter threshold
of 8000 based on negative controls containing
only media). Protist densities were directly counted
under the microscope (Motic AE2000, Motic
Deutschland GmbH (Germany), Wetzlar, Germany;
inverted light microscope).

Measuring bacterial defence against protists
Evolutionary changes in bacterial defence against
protists were measured at the end of 24-day long
selection experiment. Defence was measured at the
level of colony types in order to link bacterial
phenotype to a specific defence strategy and to
increase measurement accuracy compared with
population-level measurements. To this end, we
randomly isolated eight independent bacterial
colonies per replicate population (50 colonies per
treatment; a total of 600 colonies), inoculated
selected colonies into liquid 0.5% LB medium and
incubated overnight at 22 °C and, finally, froze the
colonies in 20% glycerol. Even though isolating eight
colonies per replicate population might not capture
rare colony types, it has been shown to effectively
separate defending and non-defending bacterial
genotypes at the population level (Friman et al.,
2014). Before the defence measurements, all colonies
were thawed and grown to similar densities in
96-well plates (24 h, 22 °C and in 200 μl of 0.5% LB
medium; Biotek UK (Swindon, UK), optical density
(OD) 600 nm; mean OD of 0.093± 0.001; treatment:
F11, 48 = 0.572, P=0.842). By equilibrating the initial
bacterial densities, subsequent protist growth was
only affected by differences in the strength of
bacterial antipredatory defence (Friman and
Buckling, 2013). Bacterial defence was estimated as
the relative fitness in terms of comparing the growth
of with-predator-evolved and alone-evolved bacter-
ial selection lines in the presence of ancestral stock
predators. To this end, all bacterial selection lines
(eight clones from each) were grown individually
with every predator species they had been exposed
to during the selection experiment. Briefly, all protist
measurement plates were inoculated with 20 μl
of ancestral stock protist (approximately 100 cells
ml− 1), and after 48 h of co-cultivation at 22 °C,
bacterial defence was determined as the amount of

bacterial biofilm biomass; previous studies have
shown that bacteria use biofilm aggregation as a
size-dependent defence mechanism against protist
predators (Matz et al., 2004; Friman and Laakso,
2011; Friman et al., 2013). Bacterial biofilm growth
was measured by adding 50 μl of 1% crystal violet
solution to microplate wells and rinsed off with
distilled water after 10min. Crystal violet-stained
bacteria were dissolved in 96% ethanol and the
amount of biofilm measured as OD at 600 nm
(O'Toole and Kolter, 1998).

Measuring eco-evolutionary changes in prey
communities
Changes in bacterial community diversity were
estimated on the basis of colony morphology.
SBW25 bacterium can rapidly diversify into different
colony types by growing in the air–liquid interface
(wrinkly spreader colony types), liquid media
(smooth colony types) or by sinking to the bottom
of the culture vessels (fuzzy spreader colony type)
(Rainey and Travisano, 1998). All these colony types
have a fitness advantage when rare and can be
maintained in the population via negative frequency-
dependent selection (Rainey and Travisano, 1998).
In addition to spatial heterogeneity, protist predation
can drive SBW25 diversification by favouring
wrinkly spreader types (Meyer and Kassen, 2007),
which differ genetically from ancestral smooth
colony type (Spiers, 2014). We quantified bacterial
diversification at the end of the experiment (last
sampling point) by counting the number of different
colony types from each treatment (plates containing
at least 100 individual bacterial colonies). Prey
population diversities were estimated with Shannon
diversity index (Friman et al., 2008). Prey population
stability was determined by calculating the coeffi-
cient of variation for each replicate population by
using whole time series: higher coefficient values
denote higher variability (Friman et al., 2008). Prey
population productivity was measured as maximum
densities in the absence of predators after 48 h
growth at 22 °C (200 μl of 0.5% LB medium).

Statistical analyses
A general linear mixed model (Gaussian family) was
used to analyse all data. In all models, the dependent
variable was explained with experimental treatment,
focal protist species, measurement environment,
sampling time and their interactions. For repeated-
measures analyses, populations were set as subjects
and time as a repeated factor. Replicates were nested
under treatments and fitted as a random factor.
Additional general linear mixed models were carried
out when significant interactions were found.
Log-transformed values were used for analysing
protist densities owing to unequal variances between
the treatments. Arcsin-transformed values were used
to analyse differences in colony-type frequencies.
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Bonferroni-adjusted P-values were used for multiple
pairwise comparisons.

Results

Predator effects on bacterial population dynamics
Only T. pyriformis and T. vorax reduced bacterial
densities in single-predator treatments (treatment:
F4, 19.53 =13.9, Po0.001, Figures 1a and b), while
A. polyphaga or C. paramecium had no effect on
bacterial densities (P=0.365 and P=0.183, respec-
tively, Figures 1c and d). The T. pyriformis-driven
decrease in bacterial densities was attenuated only in
the presence of T. vorax in both two- and four-predator
communities (treatment: F5, 23.78 =81.2, Po0.001;
A. polyphaga or C. paramecium had no effect:
P=0.559 and P=0.456, respectively, Figure 1a). Simi-
larly, the T. vorax-driven decrease in bacterial densi-
ties was attenuated in the presence of T. pyriformis but
only in the two-predator communities (treatment:
F5, 21.99 =23, Po0.001; A. polyphaga or C. paramecium

had no effect: P=0.906 and P=0.881, respectively,
Figure 1b). Finally, the presence of A. polyphaga had
no effect on C. paramecium and vice versa (P=0.158
and P=0.600, respectively, Figures 1c and d).

Together these results show that only the
two Tetrahymena species decreased bacterial
densities, while this effect was constrained only by
the presence of the other Tetrahymena species.

Predator effects on protist population dynamics
The dynamics of the predator communities are
summarised in Figure 2. T. pyriformis reached
highest, A. polypahaga second highest and T. vorax
and C. paramecium reached lowest densities
in single-predator treatments (F3, 13.86 = 21.97,
Po0.001, Figures 2a and d). We observed several
types of interaction among the protists, including
negative, positive and neutral interactions (focal
protist density difference between single- and
multi-protist treatments). Overall, T. pyriformis was

Figure 1 Bacterial population densities in different experimental communities (a–d). B, SBW25 P. fluorescens bacterium; protists: TP,
T. pyriformis; TV, T. vorax; CP, C. paramecium; AP, A. polyphaga. All data points show mean of five replicate populations and ± 1 s.e.m.
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little affected by the presence of the other species
and grew well in all combinations except those in
which T. vorax was present, where it was strongly
depressed (F4, 18 = 197.86, Po0.001). Similarly,
T. pyriformis had a negative effect on T. vorax
(F4, 16.47 =5.9, P=0.004). C. paramecium experienced
a strong positive response to T. pyriformis (treatment×
time: F20, 14.59 =6.25, Po0.001, Figure 2c). Finally,
A. polyphaga grew well on its own or in the presence
of C. paramecium, but its growth was depressed by
the two ciliates (F4, 20.18 =349.6, Po0.007).

Bacterial defence evolution in single- and multi-
predator communities
In single-predator communities, bacteria evolved
defence to protist predation only in the presence of
T. pyriformis (F1, 8 = 15.9, P=0.004; none of the other
protists increased bacterial defence in any single-
predator treatments: all P40.05, Figure 3). The
T. pyriformis-driven increase in bacterial defence
was affected by the presence of other protists
(F5, 24 = 5.65, P=0.001, Figure 3a): concurrent

selection by T. vorax repressed defence evolution
in both two- and four-predator communities
(Po0.001 and P=0.007, respectively), while bacter-
ial defence against T. pyriformis also evolved less
strongly in the presence of C. paramecium (P=0.039;
A. polyphaga had no effect: P=0.497). Bacteria did
not evolve defence against T. vorax or C. parame-
cium in any of the treatments (treatment for T. vorax:
F5, 24 = 2.7, P=0.09; treatment for C. paramecium:
F5, 24 = 1.96, P=0.12; Figures 3b and c). However,
bacteria evolved defence against A. polyphaga in the
A. polyphaga+T. pyriformis, A. polyphaga+T. vorax
and four-protist treatments (F5, 24 = 11.56, Po0.001;
Po0.03 in all pairwise comparisons).

Together these results suggest that only
T. pyriformis impose detectable selection for bacter-
ial defence evolution in single-predator commu-
nities. In multi-protist communities, selection by
T. pyriformis was attenuated in the presence of some
other protists (T. vorax and C. paramecium), while in
some cases bacteria evolved defence only in the
presence of several protist species (for example,
A. polyphaga-ciliate treatments).

Figure 2 Protist population densities in different experimental communities (a–d). B, SBW25 P. fluorescens bacterium; protists: TP,
T. pyriformis; TV, T. vorax; CP, C. paramecium; AP, A. polyphaga. All data points show mean of five replicate populations and ±1 s.e.m.
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Eco-evolutionary dynamics in single- and
multi-predator communities

Predator-driven bacterial phenotypic diversification.
Only T. pyriformis predation led to bacterial pheno-
typic diversification within single-predator treat-
ments (Shannon index; F4, 20 = 61.36, Po0.001,
Figure 4a). Diversification was due to an increase
in the frequency of wrinkly spreader (WS; F4, 16 =35.96,
Po0.001; 36% of all colonies), and petite colony
types (PT; P=0.37; 5% of all colonies; non-
significant owing to variation between replicates),
resulting in a decrease of ancestral, smooth colony
type (SM; F4, 20 = 97.26, Po0.001; 59% of all

colonies vs 100% of all colonies in bacterium-only
treatment).

Bacterial diversification was further shaped by the
presence of other enemies (F4, 16 = 35.96, Po0.001,
Figure 4a). Although T. vorax repressed diversifica-
tion in the presence of T. pyriformis (Shannon index;
F5, 24 = 66.38, Po0.001; 100% of colonies SM type),
both C. paramecium and A. polyphaga altered
T. pyriformis-driven bacterial diversification by
selecting for transparent colony types (TT) that were
not observed in the T. pyriformis bacterium treat-
ment (0% vs 17% and 23% of all colonies,
respectively). Similar to the T. pyriformis-only
treatment, PT colony types (10% of all colonies)
also emerged in the presence of C. paramecium,

Figure 3 Bacterial defence measured against T. pyriformis (a), T. vorax (b), C. paramecium (c) and A. polyphaga (d) protists for bacteria
originating from different experimental treatments after the selection experiment. Bacterial defence is calculated as the relative growth of
protist-evolved vs alone-evolved bacterial populations. B, SBW25 P. fluorescens bacterium; protists: TP, T. pyriformis; TV, T. vorax; CP,
C. paramecium; AP, A. polyphaga. White bars denote single-predator, light grey bars two-predator, and dark grey bars four-predator
communities. All data points show mean of five replicate populations and ± 1 s.e.m.
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whereas no PT colony types were observed in the
presence of A. polyphaga.

Together these results suggest that T. pyriformis
was the main driver of bacterial phenotypic diversi-
fication, while this process was further promoted by
both C. paramecium and A. polyphaga and com-
pletely repressed by T. vorax.

Phenotypic diversification and evolution of different
defence strategies. To assess whether bacterial
phenotypic diversification was connected to evolu-
tion of different defensive strategies, we measured the
defence of different bacterial colony types separately

against all protist species they had been exposed to
during the selection experiment. WS colony types
isolated from the T. pyriformis monocultures were
clearly more defensive compared with SM colony
types (F2, 16.48 = 30.52, Po0.001, Figure 4b). However,
SM or PT colony types originating from the
T. pyriformis monoculture treatment were equally
poor at defending as SM colony types originating
from bacterium-only treatment (F1, 8.6 = 0.529, P40.05
in both cases, Figure 4b).

We next compared the defence of evolved bacteria
originating from the T. pyriformis+C. paramecium
treatment (Figure 4c). We found that WS colony

Figure 4 Protist-driven bacterial phenotypic diversification (a) and the evolution of different defence strategies in phenotypically diverse
experimental communities (b–d). B, SBW25 P. fluorescens bacterium; protists: TP, T. pyriformis; TV, T. vorax; CP, C. paramecium; AP,
A. polyphaga. In panel (a), left and right y axes show colony-type frequencies and Shannon diversity index, respectively. Panels (b–d)
show WS, PT and TT colony types’ defence relative to SM colony types within T. pyriformis-only (b), T. pyriformis+C. paramecium (c)
and T. pyriformis+A. polyphaga (d) experimental treatments. Colony types’ defence was measured in the presence of T. pyriformis (TP),
C. paramecium (CP) and A. polyphaga (AP) protists. All data points show mean of five replicate populations and ±1 s.e.m.

Figure 5 Comparison of prey population stability (a) and productivity (b–c) after selection experiment. In panels (a and b), grey bars
show means for evolved treatments (T. pyriformis only, T. pyriformis+A. polyphaga and T. pyriformis+C. paramecium) and white bars
show means for non-evolved treatments (all other protist communities). x Axis in panels (a and b) denotes the number of protists prey
selection lines evolved during the selection experiment; white bar with 0 protists denotes control selection line (bacterium-only). Panel
(c) shows productivity at the colony-type level within phenotypically most diverse experimental communities. B, SBW25 P. fluorescens
bacterium; protists: TP, T. pyriformis; TV, T. vorax; CP, C. paramecium; AP, A. polyphaga. In all panels, error estimate is ± 1 s.e.m.
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types evolved equal levels of defence in the
T. pyriformis monoculture and the T. pyriformis+
C. paramecium treatments (F2, 56.54 = 1.41, P=0.252,
Figure 4c). WS colony types originating from
T. pyriformis+C. paramecium treatment were only
slightly better at defending against C. paramecium
compared with SM colony types. This suggests
that defence against T. pyriformis was traded-off
with defence against C. paramecium (colony
type×predator species: F12, 42.07 = 6.87, Po0.001,
Figure 4c). The PT colony types were equally
defensive against C. paramecium as the WS types
(PT vs SM: P=0.017; PT vs WS: P=0.952, Figure 4c).
However, PT colony types were equally susceptible to
T. pyriformis as SM colony types (PT vs SM: P=0.912,
Figure 4c), which suggests that PT types specialised to
defend against C. paramecium. The TT colony types
that emerged in small frequency were not particularly
good defenders against any predator.

Finally, we assessed the defence of evolved
bacteria originating from the T. pyriformis+
A. polyphaga treatment (Figure 4d). We found
that WS colony types evolved equally defensive in
T. pyriformis monoculture and T. pyriformis+
A. polyphaga treatments (F2, 56.54 = 1.41, P=0.252,
Figure 4d). WS colony types originating from the
T. pyriformis+A. polyphaga treatment were also
clearly better at defending against A. polyphaga
compared with ancestral SM colony types. This
suggests that defence against T. pyriformis correlated
positively with defence against A. polyphaga (colony
type ×predator species: F12, 43.5 = 4.45, Po0.001,
Figure 4d). Moreover, TT colony types evolved
higher levels of defence against A. polyphaga
(TT vs SM: P=0.046, Figure 4d). However, this
specialist defence strategy correlated negatively with
defence against T. pyriformis: TT colony types were
as susceptible to T. pyriformis as ancestral SM
colony types (TT vs SM: P=0.517).

These results suggest that T. pyriformis selected
for generalist defenders in two-predator commu-
nities (WS colony types) that were highly defended
against both enemies they had been exposed to
during the selection experiment. Furthermore,
C. paramecium and A. polyphaga selected for
specialist defenders in two-predator communities
(PT and TT colony types, respectively) that were
poor at defending against T. pyriformis but good at
defending against C. paramecium and A. polyphaga,
respectively.

Changes in stability and productivity of prey popula-
tions. Prey selection lines that evolved defence
against protists (T. pyriformis monoculture,
T. pyriformis+A. polyphaga and T. pyriformis+
C. paramecium) became temporally more variable
compared with the control selection line (bacterium
alone) or selection lines that did not evolve defence
against any protists (F1, 50 = 14.6, Po0.001; Po0.001
in all pairwise comparisons) in both single- and
two-predator communities (F1, 50 = 0.004, P=0.95;
Figure 5a). Non-evolved and control selection lines
were equally variable (P=0.2). Similarly, prey selec-
tion lines that evolved defence against protists
became less productive compared with the control
selection line or selection lines that did not evolve
defence against any protists (F1, 50 = 7.7, Po0.001;
Po0.001 in all pairwise comparisons) in both single-
and two-predator communities (F1, 50 = 0, P=0.98;
Figure 5b). Non-evolved and control selection lines
were equally productive (P=0.8). At the colony-type
level, reduced productivity was due to poorer growth
of WS, PT and TT colony types relative to ancestral-
like SM colony types (F3, 28 = 4.41, P=0.012; Po0.05
in all pairwise comparisons; Figure 5c). Of specialist
defenders, TT colony type suffered highest reduction
in growth (WS vs TT: P=0.018), while PT colony

Figure 6 Schematic description of the eco-evolutionary dynamics observed during the selection experiment in pairwise predator–prey
communities (a), two predator–one prey communities (b) and four predator–one prey communities (c). In all panels, blue and red solid lines
denote for negative and positive effects on species population dynamics, respectively, black dashed lines depict for bacterial defence evolution
against given protist predators and pie charts depict relative protist abundances. Pairwise predator–prey and two predator–one prey
communities were characterised by both ecological and evolutionary dynamics, while four predator–one prey communities were dominated
by ecological dynamics. B, SBW25 P. fluorescens bacterium; protists: TP, T. pyriformis; TV, T. vorax; CP, C. paramecium; AP, A. polyphaga.
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types suffered intermediate reduction in growth (WS
vs PT: P=0.216 and TT vs PT: P=0.27; Figure 5c).

Discussion

Here we studied experimentally the role of predator
species identity and community complexity for the
prey population dynamics, prey defence evolution
and potential ecological feedbacks (results sum-
marised in Figure 6). We found that T. pyriformis
was a key driver of defence evolution in both single-
and two-protist communities. Although other pro-
tists did not select for prey defence in single-protist
treatment, concurrent selection by T. pyriformis and
C. paramecium and T. pyriformis and A. polyphaga
led to evolution of specialised defence strategies.
Prey defence evolution was repressed in the pre-
sence of the intraguild predator, T. vorax, because
of indirect competition for shared bacterial prey
or because T. vorax was able to efficiently feed on
T. pyriformis cells. At the ecological level, adapted
prey populations became phenotypically more
diverse, less stable and less productive compared
with non-adapted prey populations. Together these
results suggest that increasing predator community
richness can increase prey diversity via selection for
specialist defence strategies. However, introduction
of intraguild top predator tipped the balance from
evolutionary to purely ecological community
dynamics. Predator–prey interactions are thus more
likely to evolve in communities with weak predator–
predator interactions.

T. pyriformis was the only predator species
that significantly reduced prey populations and was
the only predator consistently associated with the
evolution of prey defence and diversification. These
results are broadly consistent with previous studies
(Meyer and Kassen, 2007; Friman and Buckling,
2013; Friman et al., 2014). C. paramecium and
A. polyphaga were more weakly linked with prey
bacteria and did not significantly decrease bacterial
densities in single-protist cultures, which could also
explain relatively weak selection for prey defence.
Bacteria did not evolve detectable defence against
T. vorax either in single-protist cultures, despite the
clear reduction in bacterial densities. One explana-
tion for this could be that large T. vorax (maximum
cell length of ~ 200 μm) were able to effectively
consume bacterial biofilm aggregates owing to
their larger orifice, whereas the relatively smaller
T. pyriformis (~60 μm in cell length) could not.

Even though C. paramecium and A. polyphaga
did not select for detectable changes in prey
defence in single-protist cultures, they affected the
diversification of bacterial defensive strategies in
T. pyriformis co-cultures. First, the frequency of
wrinkly colony types (WS) increased T. pyriformis,
T. pyriformis+C. paramecium and T. pyriformis+
A. polyphaga treatments. This is in line with
previous studies where predation by T. pyriformis

and T. thermophila, a closely related species (Brunk
et al., 2003), has been shown to drive bacterial
diversification in defensive phenotypes (Meyer and
Kassen, 2007; Mikonranta et al., 2012; Friman and
Buckling, 2014). WS colony types were equally
defensive against T. pyriformis regardless if they
had evolved in the presence of C. paramecium
or A. polyphaga. Similarly, WS colony types that
emerged in two-protist treatments were able to
defend against C. paramecium and A. polyphaga
compared with non-defending SM colony types.
This suggests that WS colony types exerted general-
ist defence strategy probably because small protists
were unable to feed on large bacterial biofilm
aggregates. Moreover, bacteria diversified into
petite (PT) and transparent (TT) colony types in
T. pyriformis+C. paramecium and T. pyriformis+
A. polyphaga treatments. These colony types were
specialised to defend against C. paramecium and
A. polyphaga but were at the same time susceptible
to predation by T. pyriformis. As a result, concurrent
selection by two different protists led to coexistence
of generalist and specialist defenders (Berenbaum
and Zangerl, 2006; Parchman and Benkman, 2008;
Friman and Buckling, 2013), resulting in increased
intra-bacterial diversity. Even though these specialist
defenders (PT and TT) had a fitness advantage over
the non-defending SM colony types at least in the
presence of one predator, they always had lower or
equally high fitness with a generalist defender (WS).
Why were not these specialists driven into extinc-
tion? One possibility is that, by testing each colony
type in isolation, we have not accounted for interac-
tions with the other colony types. Alternatively,
slow-growing PT and TT colony types could have
been organised in the bottom of mixed biofilms
resulting in enhanced protection against protist
predation (Kim et al., 2014) or could have hitchhiked
along with SM and WS colony types in the mixed
biofilms (Popat et al., 2012; Friman et al., 2013).
Although further experiments are needed to test these
hypotheses, our results suggest that concurrent selec-
tion by two protists potentially changes the topology
of bacterial fitness landscape in ways that allow
bacterial adaptation against multiple enemies (Flynn
et al., 2013).

We also found that protists had negative, positive
and neutral effects on each other in multi-protist
cultures. Although both T. pyriformis and T. vorax
ciliates reduced bacterial densities efficiently in the
absence of other predators, their independent effects
were attenuated in the presence of each other. This
can be explained by indirect and direct interference.
First, T. pyriformis likely reduced the T. vorax
effect on bacterial prey by indirectly competing for
the same bacterial resource. Second, macrostome
morphs of T. vorax can directly consume
T. pyriformis (Banerji and Morin, 2009), which could
have reduced T. pyriformis densities leading to
weakened selection for bacterial defence. Defence
evolution against T. pyriformis was also weakened in
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the presence of C. paramecium. As C. paramecium
did not affect T. pyriformis densities in co-cultures,
this result is more likely explained by the evolution
of specialist defenders that were vulnerable
to C. paramecium (PT and TT colony types).
Unexpectedly, T. pyriformis enhanced C. parame-
cium growth. Even though the mechanism for this is
unknown, one explanation could be that C. para-
meciumwas able to cross feed on T. pyriformiswaste
metabolites—a common process often observed
between different bacteria (Lawrence et al., 2012).
We also found that concurrent selection by
A. polyphaga and T. pyriformis, or A. polyphaga
and T. vorax, led to increased bacterial defence
against A. polyphaga. Together these results suggest
that protist predators can exert conflicting or diffuse
selection (Janzen, 1980; Strauss and Irwin, 2004)
leading to specialist or generalist defensive strategies
in multi-predator communities.

In addition to increased bacterial phenotypic
diversity, prey defence evolution changed other
ecological aspects of predator–prey communities.
First, evolved prey populations were more variable
in time (higher coefficient of variation) compared
with non-evolved or control populations, and there
are at least two possible causes for this pattern. Prey
defence evolution can destabilise predator–prey
dynamics, for example, by changing the amplitude
and phase of predator–prey cycles (Abrams, 2000;
Yoshida et al., 2003; Becks et al., 2010). On
the other hand, competitive interactions between
different prey phenotypes could increase popula-
tion instability via frequency-dependent selection
(Yoshida et al., 2003; Meyer and Kassen, 2007).
Unfortunately, we cannot separate these hypotheses
with our data, as we quantified evolutionary
changes only at the end of the experiment. How-
ever, we did find that evolved prey populations
became less productive compared with non-evolved
or control populations. At the colony-type level,
reduced growth was linked with specialist and
generalist defender prey phenotypes, suggesting
that evolving prey defence was traded-off with prey
competitive ability, a commonly found trade-off in
microbial predator–prey systems (Yoshida et al.,
2003; Meyer and Kassen, 2007; Friman and Laakso,
2011; Friman and Buckling, 2013; Friman et al.,
2015). Such a trade-off could also have affected prey
population instability (Abrams, 2000; Yoshida
et al., 2003; Ellner and Becks, 2011). Our results
also showed that evolved prey populations were
equally variable in single- and two-predator
communities even though some two-predator
communities had higher phenotypic prey richness
(T. pyriformis–C. paramecium). This suggests that
relatively more abundant SM and WS colony types
were associated with the largest effect on destabi-
lisation of evolved prey populations. Together these
results suggest that multiple predators can have
emergent evolutionary effects on prey that cannot
be predicted on the basis of pairwise interactions.

To conclude, our results show that predator
community composition is important in defining
the relative importance of ecological and evolution-
ary dynamics of microbial communities. In general,
increasing protist community richness increased
prey diversity by allowing the evolution of specialist
defence strategies. However, ecological dynamics
dominated in the presence of top predator owing to
reduction in the densities of T. pyriformis—a key
driver of bacterial adaptation. Intraguild predation
could thus indirectly constrain evolution of pre-
dator–prey interactions.
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